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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider the existence and uniqueness for the controllability of a dynamical system. Here, measure 

of non-compactness of set was employed to examine the conditions for darbo’s fixed point theorem which is used to 

established the existence and uniqueness solution for nonlinear integro-differential equation with implicit 

derivatives. 
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1. Introduction 
Controllability is one of the essential concepts in mathematical control theory. Controllability is a strong 

characteristic of dynamical control systems and it is of great importance in control theory. Klamka [1], Dacka [2], 

observed that many authors effectively applied Schauder’s fixed-point theorem in solving the local and global 

controllability of nonlinear systems since the paper by Davison and Kunze [3]. It was also observed that there is a 

generalization of Schauder’s theorem based on the notion of measure of non compactness of a set. The author then 

introduced a new method of analyzing for the controllability of nonlinear dynamical systems which consists of using 

the measure of non compactness of a set and the Darbo fixed-point theorem. This method was used in obtaining 

sufficient conditions for the global and local controllability of certain types of nonlinear time-varying systems with 

implicit derivative. See Aghajani, et al. [4] for some generalization of the Darbo fixed point theorem and its 

applications. 

Dynamical systems theory deal with long-term qualitative behavior of dynamical systems. The focus is not 

finding precise solutions to the equations defining the dynamical system (which is often hopeless) but rather to some 

problem like “will the system settle down to a steady state in a long term? And if so, what ate the possible steady 

states or does the long term behavior of the system defend on its initial condition. The study of dynamical system is 

the focus of dynamical system theory, which has applications to wide variety of fields such as mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, biology, economics and medicine. Dynamical systems are a fundamental part chaos theory, logistic map 

dynamics, bifurcation theory, the self-assembly process, and the edge of chaos concept. 

Real life example of dynamical systems that are found mostly in system surrounding us are in Mechatronic 

System, Temperature System, Biological Science, In Business System. Dynamical system as a system that evolves in 

time through the iterated application of an underlying dynamical rule. It is a mathematical model that one usually 

construct in order to investigate some physical phenomenon that evolves in time. This model usually involves 

mainly are ordinary differential equation, partial differential equations or functional differential  equations which 

describe the evolution of the process under study in mathematical terms. Patrice [5] Davies and Jackreece [6], 

examined the controllability and null controllability of linear systems. The authors integrated the concept of null 

controllability into a generalized system with delay in the state and control. Sufficient conditions was obtained for 

the assumption of relative controllability for the null controllability with constraint. The result showed that if the 

uncontrolled system is asymptotically stable and the controlled system is relatively controllable then the system is 

null controllable with constraints. For a survey on controllability of dynamical systems, see Klamka [7]. 

Controllability of dynamical systems has been applied in various areas such as spacecraft, [8], mechanical 

systems [9], 2D linear systems [10, 11], chemical reactors in electric systems containing long lines and in the case of 

heat exchangers and acoustic systems; [12]. In this study, we consider existence and the uniqueness of the 

controllability of dynamical system. Balachandran and Somasundaram [13], studied the controllability of a class of 

nonlinear systems with distributed delays in control. The results obtained including the implicit derivatives of the 

systems was with the approach of Dacka [14]. 

Balachandran and Somasundaram [15], studied the relative controllability of nonlinear systems with time 

varying delays in control. The authors applied the method of Dacka [2] to time varying multiple delays in control 

and implicit derivatives. 

Balachandran and Somasundaram [16], in their paper on controllability of nonlinear delay systems with delay 

depending on state variable showed that there exists a solution and controllability of nonlinear delay systems in 

which the delay depends on the state variable. 
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A survey paper on the controllability of nonlinear systems including nonlinear delay systems via fixed-point 

theorems was done by Balachandran and Dauer [17]. 

Son [18], examined the controllability of the linear infinite-dimensional system defined in the Banach space. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions was obtained for the approximate controllability of the Banach space. The 

results obtained was applied to some controllability problems with constrained controls for the class of linear 

systems described by partial differential equations in the state space. See also the survey by Balachandran and Dauer 

[19], on the controllability of nonlinear systems in Banach spaces. 

Klamka [1], studied the constrained controllability for abstract functional dynamical systems. The author 

formulated conditions for absolute and relative exact and approximate controllability with constraints posed on the 

control for linear time-invariant retarded dynamical systems with delays which are defined in infinite-dimensional 

Banach or Hilbert spaces. The obtained results were an extension of controllability conditions given by Son [18], for 

the case of constrained controls and delayed systems.  

Park, et al. [20], studied the controllability of impulse neutral integrodifferential systems with infinite delay in 

Banach spaces. The authors obtained sufficient conditions for the controllability of the system using Schauder’s 

fixed point theorem. 

See Klamka and Niezabitowski [21] and Klamka, et al. [22] for a survey on the controllability of switched 

infinite-dimensional linear dynamical systems and some results in the exact controllability of second order infinite 

dimensional semilinear deterministic systems.  

Sikora [23], studied the constrained controllability of dynamical systems with multiple delays in the state. In the 

paper, relative and approximate controllability properties with constrained controls were also examined and it was 

shown that approximate relative controllability is a weaker notion than relative controllability although it appears 

sufficient for many controllability tasks. 

The system under consideration is nonlinear integro-differential equation defined as  

 
Where the state x(t) is an n-vector and the control u(t) is an m-vector. 

nmn RJBRJA  :: 2

,
2: nRDK  ,f:

nmn RJXR 2

, 

Where A is a matrix, B is a matrix as well, K is the kernel of a matrix, and F is continuous vector function and 

using measure of noncompactness of set to formulate conditions for Darbo’s fixed point theorem which is used to 

established existence and uniqueness of a solution. 

 

2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we present some basic definition which are useful for our discussion. 

Definition 2.1: Condensing map: Let Xbe a subset of a Banach space. An operator XXT : is called 

condensing if for any bounded subset E in X
   OE  , we have where  E denotes the 

measure of non-compactness of the set E. 

Definition 2.2: Lipschitz condition: suppose f is defined in a domain D of the  xt, plane. If there exists a 

constant K>O such that for every  1, xt and  2, xt  in D. 

    2121 ,, XXKxtfxtf 
 

Then f is said to satisfy a lipschitz condition (with respect to x) [24]. 

Definition 2.3: A Mapping     
:
ME                 (0,∞)  is said to be measure of non compactness in E if it satisfies the 

following condition. 

a. The family ker


={xєME:


(X)=0} is nonempty and ker
  EM . 

b. X  y, this implies that 


(X)≤


(Y) 

c. 


( ) = 


(X)  

d. 


(conv.x) = 


(x) 

e. 


(λX+(1-λ)Y)≤λ


(X)+(1-λ)


(Y) forλє(0,1) 

Condition e denote convex set 

f. If 
 nX

is a nested sequence of closed sets from EM  such that 
  OX n

n




lim
, then, the intersection set 

nn XnX 

 
is none empty 

Where EM is the set of all nonempty and bounded subsets of a metric space E, 


 is a function called measure 

of non compactness, Y is a subset of E, conv (x) is the convex closure of x.  

Definition 2.4. Open set: Let (x, p) be a metric space and  Let E be an arbitrary subset of X, then the set 

E is said to be an open set in X if for each given point, xєEthere exists a positive real number r(i.e, r>o) such 

that  
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Br(x)  E.  

Definition 2.5. Matix: Matix can be define as an array of numbers in rows and columns. 

Definition 2.6.  Transpose of a Matrix: This is the process whereby the elements in the rows and columns inter-

change. 

Definition 2.7. Nonsingular Matrix:This is a matrix in which its determinant is greater than zero. 

Definition 2.8. Closure of set A: The closure  is the smallest closed set containing A. 

Definition 2.9. Mathematically, let 
         dsstsBsBstttG

t

to
o ,, 11

,  be defined as the controllability 

Matrix. 

Where  

The kernel 


(t,s) is a matrix, B(s) is a square matrix, B
1
(s) is a matrix transpose. 

Definition 2.10. Boundedness: A linear functional on a normed linear space N is said to be bounded if there 

exist a constant M ≥0 such that |f(x)| ≤ M||x|| for all x є N. 

Lemma 2.1: Let X be a uniform space. A regular measure of noncompactness of X is an arbitrary function


: 

    ,oXP which satisfies the following conditions. 

1.   A if an only if the set A is unbounded 

2. 
   AA  

 
Where     is the closure of A 

3.   OA  it follows that A is a totally bounded set  

4. If X is a complete space, and if {Bn}nϵNis a sequence of closed subsets of X such that nn BB 1 for each nϵN 

and 
  ,lim oBnn





then k=nnϵNBn is a nonempty compact set. 

5. From BA it follows that    BA    

Lemma 2.2 let 
 ,JCX n

Let J= [0, 1] and 

Let SX be a bounded closed convex set. Let H: JXS→X be a continuous operator such that for any 
,J
 the 

map H  :, S→X is condensing. If X H  x, for any J and any xϵδs(the boundary of S), then H (1.) has 

a fixed point. 

Lemma 2.3 let X Cn(J) and Let 


and 


 be functions defined on 
 ottO ,

 such that 

    .limlim oss OSOS   
 

If a mapping 
 JCXQ n:

is given such that it map bounded sets into bounded sets and is such that  

       hhxwhXQ   ,,  
For all hϵ[O, t-t0] and xϵXwith ωϵΩ, then Q is a condensing map. 

 

2.1. Theorem  
If f: K→R is continuous and K<R is compact, then F (K) is compact 

 

2.2. Proof 
We show that f (k) is sequentially compact.  

Let (yn) be a sequence in f (k). Then. yn= f (Xn) for some XnϵK. Since k is compact, the sequence (Xn) has a 

convergent subsequence (Xni) such that Xnii X lim
 

Where x ϵK-since f is continuous on k. 

   xX nii fflim  . 

Putting y = f (x), we have y ϵf (K) and 
yynii lim

 

Therefore every sequence (yn) in f (K) has a convergent subsequence whose limit belongs to f (k), so f (k) is 

compact [25].   

 

3. Existence Result 
3.1. Theorem 

If the function f  tyxu ,,,  satisfies the conditions below: 

i. 
  Mtyxuf ,,,

foruϵR
m
,x,yϵR

n
,tϵ[t0,t1] and for each y,yϵR

n
 and uϵR

m
, xϵR

n
, tϵ[t0, t1]. 

ii. 
    yyktyxuftyxuf  ,,,,,,

. 

where M and K are positive constants such that 1 ko  
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with then 

 
For             

 
has at least one solution for any initial function  


ϵ

 on taD ,1

 

 

3.2. Proof 

If  tu  is considered as fixed for instant then (1) is reduced to 

 

    oo xtttx , otta 
 

where the initial function  t  is continuous. Here the whole dependence on u is concealed in the dependence 

on t.  

Now, if we consider the Banach space 
 1

1 , ttD on  and the subset 

H=[x:xϵ
 1,

1 ttD on    oo ttx ,
] 

again if A is fixed, then (2) becomes  

 
   ttx   

Now, for any function xϵH, we shall mean by   ,tx  the function defined in such a way that if  

fortϵ[t0,t1]then  

     ttx    
Define the mapping Q from B into itself by 

              dssxstkdsssxssxhsxfxtttxQ
t

to

t

to
oo ,)),,, 1

,1  
 

Where f is a vector function and k is a kernel. 

If we defined the bounded closed set B in H by 

 
Where M and r are positive constant such that  

      ooo ttMxtttxQ  ,1
 

Or  

               dssxstkdsssxssxhsxfxtttxQ
t

to

t

to
oo ,,,, 1

,1    

Q is continuous, it maps B into itself since Q is continuous. Next, we find the modulus of continuity of 

   txuQ ,  forsϵ[t0,t1] t, as 

             stsxtxksxuQtxuQ  11

21 ,,
 

hence from lemma 2.3 we have  

  oEQo 1
and

   22 EkEQ oo  
 

Where E2 is the natural projection of the set E on 
 .,

1 ttD on  Thus it follows that 

   EkQE    
Where µ is the measure of noncompactness. Hence by Darbo fixed point theorem. Q has a fixed point where k is 

the positive constant .1 ko  Since Q has a fixed point then 

    .txQtx   

Evidently, the extension of     .txQtx   to the interval 
 ota,

 by means of the function 


is a solution of 

the form 
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For t  ,  

 
Meaning the equation (1) has at least one solution 

 

4. Uniqueness Theorem 
To show uniqueness of equation (1) 

Then equation 1 is unique if itsatisfiesLipschitz condition 

 

4.1. Proof 
From equation (1)  

 
t

t
ttxtxhtxtuftutBdssxstktxtAtx

0

),()),(((),(()()()(),()()()( 11

 
Take 

00 )( xtx 
 

and integrating (4.1), from  to to t we have 

 
Taking norm of both side, we obtain 

||x||= 






   ||)),()),),(((),(()()()(),()()(|| 1

11111
0

ttxttxhtxtuftutBdssxstktxtA
t

t

t

to  





  

t

t

t

t
ttxttxhtxtuftutBdssxstktxtA

o 0

||)),()),),(((),(()()()(),()()( 1

22222

 

12121 ),((||||)()()()(||||)(),()(),(||||)()()()(||
00

xtuftutBtutBdssxstkdssxstktxtAtxtA
t

t

t

t
 

||),()),),(((),((),()),),((( 1

222

1

11 ttxttxhtxtufttxttxht 
 

)(|||| 32121 KKKxx  
 

Where 321 kkk  
is the Lipchitz constant. Hence equation (1) is unique. 

 

5. Conclusion   
We considered a class of nonlinear integro-differential system with implicit derivatives of the form 

 
x(t)= (t,t0)x0for t t0 

By using measure of non compactness of set, we formulate conditions for existence and Uniqueness of a 

solution and the controllability of nonlinear integro-differential equation with implicit derivatives. 
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